
My spirit of St Nicks this term is somebody who has shown a fantastic 

attitude towards work as well as school life in general this term. They 

come in with a positive attitude each morning. They are friendly and 

polite and they always have a smile on their face.  

During lessons they are taking on challenge with a positive attitude, 

pushing themselves to complete tricker tasks and extending their 

learning.  

They are a bubbly member of the class, who always has something to 

say. I have noticed how controlled they are being in lessons and how 

hard they are working to stay focussed and avoid distractions.  

This year they have volunteered for various roles and although they 

haven’t been chosen yet, they have not let their disappointment get the 

better of them and I hope they continue to put themselves forward as 

more opportunities come up later this year.  

They are still enthusiastic to help and volunteer with anything they are 

asked to do. They love to volunteer to read and they do this with 

enthusiasm and great expression. This is a fantastic skill and I know 

they will make an excellent actor when we do our Shakespeare play 

later in the year.  

They are happy to work and play with everyone without complaint and 

always getting on with what they’ve been asked to do.  

I am so pleased to see their confidence growing and their fantastic 

attitude to school. Every day they show the school values, looking out for 

others and being kind and helpful. Their growing maturity and cheery 

disposition has been noticed around school by other adults and they 

should be really proud of this.  

I know I can rely on this person for anything this year and I’m looking 

forward to watching this person continue to develop and challenge 

themselves throughout the rest of year 6.  


